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ABSTRACT 

This research paper provides an overview of green criminology . Across the world there is significant evidence that humans 
produce extensive ecological harms that damage the local and global ecosystems and have deleterious effects on the species that 
live in those ecosystems. These ecological damages are types of natural confusion . This research paper targets giving the 
reasons that lead to ecological criminalization by people and one of the principle issues and worry of this n before nature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Environment 1is the framework in which man lives; it includes atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere. Main components are air, water, organisms and solar 
energy. In this framework of race, man carries out his social and productive activity. 
Environment is the framework of life and source of wealth and production. Preservation2 of 
their systems and rational use of their sources assists in productivity. It is also the surrounding in 
which man lives with other living and non-living creatures which means of life and factors of 
survival are available.   

 
There is a significant amount of eco crime that is unquestionably unethical and immoral; industrial 

pollution; violation of rules and regulations established on animal cruelty or environmental conservation rules, etc. 
However, there are many actions that come beyond the limits of existing regulations, which greatly affect the 
ecosystem, such as lawful forestry operations in rainforests. 

 
 

Criminology, in its initial and narrowest context, holds to the traditional legal concepts of 
crime and wrongdoing, concentrating on such actions that are considered so dangerous as to be 
described by the State and those who perform those activities as criminals or at least some 
individuals who are already found performing these crimes and the criminal justice system is 
effectively handling them. 

Green criminology3is also a focal place on criminology and environmental concerns. In 
its narrowest, but least controversial, conceptualization, green criminology is concerned with 
infringements of regulations intended to preserve the environment and wildlife (such as statutes 
limiting waste or banning hunting).  

Let us now take the other half of the question. 'Green' of course applies to keeping the 
natural world into account. But there's a number of definitions even here as to what precisely it 
means. Is 'green' simply a description of an established natural ecosystem or does it imply a 
world we care about? Is there (or ought to be) a caring obligation (or, in a more legalistic 
context, a caring responsibility)? What do we mean by 'the natural world' ? The world's (ever 

                                                                 
1 Environment: The circumstances, objects, or conditions by which one is surrounded . descending from 

the middle French Preposition environ “ around”, environment in its most basic meaning is “ that which 
surrounds”. 

2 Preservation here stands to mean:- to take utmost care of the available resources in such a way that future 
generation are not deprived from its use 

3 The term Green Criminology was first coined by M J Lynch (1990) 
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declining) wild areas or just rural areas where people control biodiversity ( such as forests , 
plants, etc)? Urban environments include biodiversity, and a clear knowledge of the theory of 
ecology reveals that the natural environment cannot be isolated from the reality of human 
society.  

In the larger theoretical context of mainstream criminology, environmental injury is 
'abuse towards the environment,' and green criminologists try to explain exactly how it happens 
and when, where and when it occurs. Green criminologists often concentrate on people who 
conduct such offences ('criminals' in conventional criminology) and who (or what) struggles 
when offences4 are perpetrated ('victims'). 

Green Criminology alludes to the investigation of natural wrongdoings and damages 
influencing human and non-human life, eco-systems and the biosphere. Green Criminology has 
a global focus and has emerged as a response to environmental problems such as deforestation 
and pollution. 

Green criminology, in its wide sense explores and analysesthe causes, outcomes and 
pervasiveness of environmental crime and harm. Green Criminology also examines the 
replications and aversion of the above-mentioned ( civil, criminal and regulatory) and also by 
non-regime entities and social movements, as well as the construal and mediated representations 
of environmental crime and harm. 

 
 
Green Criminology is a form of ‘ TRANSGRESSIVE CRIMINOLOGY’ – moves 

away from traditional criminology and extends the notion of ‘harm’ to include harms against 
non-humans. Green Criminology is radical in two major ways: 

 
7 Rather than focusing on law breaking behavior, it looks at the causes and consequences 

of the harm done to the environment – even if the harm done is legal. 
8 Unlike most criminology, it is concerned with harm to animals and plants and 

ecosystems. 
 
There is no agreed definition of ‘HARM TO ENVIRONMENT5’. Halsey and White 

(1998) point out that the notion of harm ‘ INHERENTLY IDEOLOGICAL’ it is constructed 
through the political process with competing interest groups seeking to have the definition of 
harm accepted. 

                                                                 
4 Offences here can be referred to be so grave and dangerous in nature which are committed by human 

actions to the environment 
5 Halsey and White haave pointed out notions of harm to environment but there is no precise definition  
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A coherent approach to Green Criminology can only be constructed when there are 

global standards regarding the environment. 
 
Sociological approaches to understanding environmental harm and the role of green 

crime 
 

1. Some sociologists believe that we should just focus on individuals and groups which 
breach the environmental laws laid down by the governments and international bodies.( 
example SITU AND EMMONS , 2000) 

 
This means just focusing on those environmental harms which break the law, for 

example examine the causes of international trade in endangered species.  
 
CRITICISM: This ignores the harm done to the environment by the powerful people 

in pursuit of their profit and more advanced life. Many environmental harms are not illegal 
because powerful groups such as TNCS have shaped environmental laws in their interest. 

 
2.  Other sociologists argue that Criminology should focus on any act that harms the 

environment. Even those acts which aren’t illegal.  
 
In M.C. Mehta v. Union of India6, the question of whether the mining operation in 

region up to 5 kms from the Delhi-Haryana boundary on the ridge side of Haryana and even on 
the hills of Aravalli causes environmental devastation and  what guidelines must be devised? 
These recommendations were accepted by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in principle. 

 Mining operation should only be permitted on the grounds of sustainable growth7 and 
in compliance with the strict conditions.  

 The hillside range of Aravalli must be preserved at all times. In the event that, given 
extreme circumstances, there is an enduring adverse impact on the ecosystem of the 
Aravalli hills, at a later date the complete suspension of mining operation in the region 
will have to be considered 

 Violation of each of the provisions would carry the possibility of mining lease 
cancellations. The mining operation shall only proceed in strict accordance with the 
terms stipulated. 

                                                                 
6 M.C. Mehta v Union of India, (civil)  4677 of 1985 
7 Sustainable growth in simple terms and in reference with the said case means attainable growth. 
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Environment and its protection and preservation from various kinds of pollution have 
become one of the most important contemporary issues and a main dimension of challenges. 
The world has discovered that pollution accumulations have posed considerable danger to the 
quality and continuation towards corrupt life.  

Although green criminologists are indeed involved in environmental damage, there are 
two separate green interpretations:  

 
 
 
 

 ANTHROPOCENTRIC  APPROACH  
 

 ECO-CENTRIC APPROACH 
 

 

II. ANTHROPOCENTRIC APPROACH 
 

 
Anthropocentrism8 is a human centered approach and it is assumed that they are 

responsible for a severe environmental problem that threatens biodiversity from global warming 
and many such grave disasters to ozone depletion and water scarcity. Anthropocentrism is 
considered by most as the central problem in the concept of environmental philosophy. 

 
For example, deforestation triggers global warming where tree erosion absorbs low carbo

n dioxide and thus brings more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.A domino effect of such 
would lead to severe climate changes resulting in the extinction of various species due to habitat-
sabotage (Wilson 2003).  

 
In 2016, the police registered 4,732 environmental offences which rose 790% to 42,143 cases in today, 

according to NCRB’s latest crime data released on October 21, after a year’s delay. As many as 29,659 cases 
were under the tobacco law. 

 

                                                                 
8 Anthropocentrism a much-misunderstood concept according to many sociologist 
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Anthropocentrism9 is a term that characterizes a position which accepts the human 
beings as the most significant species on the planet implicitly humans are considered to have a 
moral status than the other species due to their presence of human dignity and their presence 
of human soul. Nature seen as an external environment is generally viewed as having 
instrumental values and thus its preservation of conservation is premised on its values for human 
needs such as its used as a resource or the ecosystem services as it provides.  

 
For example, in Japan whales are valued for human use. Such anthropocentric 

perspectives are deeply imbedded in many modern and human cultural and conscious acts with 
human considerations being at the center of environmental concerns. Anthropocentrism is often 
contrasted with eco-centric perspectives10 a term for wide variety of beliefs that see humans as 
superior.  

 
Data released by the National Crime Records Bureau show an eight-fold rise in environmental crimes 

between 2016 and 2017. However, 70% of the offences recorded are under the Cigarette and Other Tobacco 
Products Act, 2003 – such as smoking in public and use of plastic in packaging for tobacco products – which 
have only a minor environmental impact, experts said 

 
 
One of the views of anthropocentric approach is that humans are at the center. The 

anthropocentric approach is individual-centered, focusing on the biological, intellectual and 
moral supremacy. Anthropocentric approach is a kind of perspective, where man observes 
nature and the other species as to be treated, appropriated and dispose of in such a way as it best 
fits to the interest of human-beings. Humans are also known to be the primary perpetrators of 
destructive activities; damage is done while human casualties are involved.In other terms, 
humans determine the instrumental importance of nature and other organisms, and very little 
regard is given to the effect that humans have on the climate as well as environment until socio-
economic considerations play a significant role. 

 
 

 

 For example, the use of Rhino horn as a medicine (a functional human purpose) or 
consuming caviar - unfertilized sturgeon eggs - as a delicacy (a symbolic human purpose) 
has been prioritized over the survival of those species. 

                                                                 
9Anthropocentrism is also known as homo-centrism or human supremacism 
10 Eco-centric perspective believes nature above everything else whereas anthropocentric perspective is 

completely contrary to the former perspective 
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III. ECOCENTRIC APPROACH 

Eco-centric approach11 is committed to protecting Earth's ecosystem as a whole and 
the operation of its life-supporting processes. It is a point of view that considers the ecosphere 
(organisms and the environments in which they live) as important. 

Human beings are not at the peak of the food chain from an eco-centric 
viewpoint12but are part of a larger environment and subject to ecological rules. A dialectical 
interaction between humans and nature occurs from this eco-centric viewpoint. The emphasis is 
on the 'everything is connected to something else' ecological theory. this approach believes 
nature to be above man. Ecological contact between organisms also plays an significant role in 
the evaluation of the wildlife trade's adverse practices. The ecology and its values are above 
human concerns and human beings are morally and ethically liable for mitigating damage and 
maintaining the natural environment and dignity of non-human organisms. 

Legal trading in animals will also be detrimental, because it exceeds acceptable rates or 
does not have a stable climate. Fish and forestry overexploitation were strong evidence of its 
devastating effects on animal ecosystems. Collective human interests can be met from an 
ecocentric viewpoint, according to the requirement that ecological equilibrium is preserved. 

In Bishnoi Movement13, Spotted dears and black buck were two important tribes in 
Bishnoi Movement. In village Khejri, which was a protected area there grew Khejri trees ( 
maintain the balance in eco-system , a plant which stores water). In 1730, Abhay Singh wanted to 
build a palace along with which he wanted to build a fort for which he required woods which can 
be obtained only from trees. So , he sent his soldiers to fell the trees. Abhay Singh had no idea of 

                                                                 
11Eco-centric is yet another path to ethics with the world 
12 Eco-centrism views the natural world as one huge system of which all parts are intertwined. 
13 BISHNOI MOVEMENT is a known as turning point in the history of eco-development struggles in the 

region around the world. 
The main demand of the people in these protests was that benefits of the forest should go to the local 

people. It is also known as the ‘ hug the tree movement’ . 
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the significance of Khejri trees.  Soldiers there upon the orders went to fell the trees. When the 
soldiers started to feel the trees , a woman named Amrita Devi went and hugged the tree and 
gathered momentum in a couple of hours. The soldiers were so ruthless that while chopping the 
trees they also started to chop the humans. It was said that there was less of greenery and more 
of redness. This was a protest against deforestation which is one among the aspects of green 
crime. This was the first environmental movement. In this movement , nature was above man. 
i.e. eco-centric approach. 

Should man deforest trees for industrialization? Should man kill animals for his interests? 
Should gasoline vehicles be used always? What are our obligations towards environment? How 
do you expend life and protect nature?  

Mukherjee’s view is similar to the eco-centric approach where he says as humans are 
conditioned by certain things, What is that, that conditions nature/ environment? 

Human actions and human behaviour is significant in conditioning environment. 
Mukherjee talks about subsistence economy to overgrazing. This view is very much related to 
Gandhian approach14which – buy only what you want to use ( economy of permanence). 
Subsistence economy is based on the Gandhian approach which was practiced in the ancient 
society that is hunting or gathering as per the requirement and not overgrazing . Environment 
was respected and a conserving society emerged out of the practice. But now, there is shift from 
subsistence economy to overgrazing. That is , not just consume as per the requirement but 
produce in such large amounts so that profits are made out of the production and which directly 
leads to overgrazing consuming even more than the requirement. In subsistence economy , 
nature and land is respected. 

IV. THE BIG PICTURE: ENVIRONMENT V/S 
DEVELOPMENT 

 

Environmentalist in the earliest stage of development were often opposed of the thought of 
developing the planet at the cost of environment. They were of the opinion that once the forests 
were chopped off for vacating lands for farming, the human life on earth will end in a very short 
period of time. However eventually the commercialist managed to argued on the above thought 
of environmentalist where they managed to convince them about the need for development of 

                                                                 
14 Gandhian approach focuses on economy of permanence which means buy only as much as per the 

requirement. Overgrazing leads to distortion of resources. 
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farms is important for the betterment of mankind in the present. According to me the 
development of farms is essential for the betterment of mankind for if the human life is not 
supported and protected in the present what is the point of securing it in future by maintaining 
the forests, for there would be no human life left in the future to enjoy the environment. 
However, no matter how huge is the urge for development there should always be balance 
between the Environment and the Development15. 
 
Environmentalist further claims that it is the environment which supports the human health and 
helps the human life on Earth to prosper to its fullest. On the other hand, according to me 
Development does not mean always luxury and negligence towards environment. Some 
countries with strong governments are actively and effectively pursuing strategies to maintain a 
balance between them and also to slow motorization by providing high quality public transport. 
 
 
Development is essential for the economic growth of the country in the worldwide. However, it 
is of utmost beneficial if the development is one sustainable development for it helps 
maintaining an equal balance between development and environment and it could also help in 
raising the standard of living of the mankind. Various governments have also set rules and 
regulation for development which is in assistance with the environment.  

 
Environmentalist ( how to reconcile the demands from environmental groups  which are 

not taken seriously by the policy makers of the world and on the other hand to keep the growth 
story going). This is very unfortunate that every-day the issue of environment is becoming 
increasingly clear that without appropriate environment, development is impossible. One of the 
first and most important requirement of development is to have a healthy environment and 
huge trees like olden times form the first link between the natural world and the material world, 
because they sequester the carbon dioxide. The harvesting of solar energyand the supply of 
materials to the material world and therefore trees , particularly in the urban environment , must 
be taken with great care because it is not possible to maintain plant’s and tree’s healthy life cause 
of the growing rates of pollution and because of the increasing human intervention and therefore 
an adultery in the urban environment. Trees are one of the main ingredients that make dry and 
drab conditions in the urban environment livable.Indeed, when the newspaper flashes the 
headline that too many trees are to be cut down , the announcement itself is an irony in the sense 
that a majority of such tree houses, millions of nests and bird life will simply disappear entirely. 
According to the environmentalist trees are symbolic but along with them there is a whole biota , 

                                                                 
15 Environment v Development is the most controversial and most debated over the time. 

Environmentalist share an eco-centric viewpoint whereas Industrialist have an anthropocentric approach. 
Development at the cost of environment is a major issue which is questioned. 
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the whole food chain and many other important ecosystem resources that are literally washed 
away. Water harvesting , many other environmental modulations and micro climate everything 
change drastically  bringing them back is very easy to say but very difficult to achieve. 

 
It is more  to consider millions of people who are poor, starving of hunger, etc. than to 

conserve natural resources, ecosystem, etc. Environmentalists claim that technology is pushing 
us to environmental destruction rather than benefitting the country(planet). The one who 
belongs to the area of development seeks to dominate the environment sector as they think and 
feel that:-Development is the secret to a nation's growth and that more and more technical 
innovation would help citizens and the future, as technology and advancement together would 
make our life better and we will be more prosperous and our life will be very simple. 

 

V. DOES DEVELOPMENT HAVE TO MEAN 
DAMAGE TO THE ENVIRONMENT 

 

Infact, we can have it other way round that development can support the environment 
and vice-versa. Trees have not been given the attention and the merit and the importance that 
they deserve. A day to day example with this is when we go to a place and see all the trees which 
are on the road are lining in cyclic . they are normal canopy and are absolutely weak and also, 
they do not give a right appearance of a healthy trees and even under such condition’s trees are 
likely to be cut which is one of the most difficult conditions. It is unfortunate to discuss 
Environment vs. Development. In fact , one of the most important ingredients of development 
is wholesome environment ,so the question is not this versus that , the question is that 
environment has to be given a very respectable position in the development itself. A 
development without favorable environment is meaningless . For example: Cape where one can 
find that a lot of things have been done but water is not there , now what is the kind of 
environment and what is the kind of development. It serves no purpose. 

 

 A healthy and a wholesome environment is the principle component of development  
And unless this philosophy permeates from top to the bottom in every department , it 

will be sure that development will be very much ruthless on environment and if we do not care 
for environment development losses all its meaning and its purpose. Development and 
environment should go hand in hand. Debate is not basically between environment v 
development but it is simply how one is going to stick to the laws of the land. The fact of the 
matter is that when the laws of the land have to be implemented it should be done with all 
seriousness in letters and spirits and tough choices have to be made. 
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In yet anotherM.C.Mehta v. Union of India16 ,guidelines for the change of industries were 
given in conjunction with the Delhi Master Plan. Order provided to retain the land rendered 
accessible as green belt for the general good by the changing factories for lung space. The right 
to a clean and safe environment is a constitutional right and therefore Court ruled by Moving the 
sectors to another place means two things. One,  it reiterates the right to a safe ecosystem free 
from emissions. Two,it does so at the expense of advancement and innovations i.e. 
development. 

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION OF 
ARTICLE19 

 

A. FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Article 19(1) (a) guarantees every citizen a fundamental freedom of speech and 
expression. However, it is very important to note that this freedom is not absolute. Like other 
freedoms this too is subject to certain reasonable restrictions as specified in Article 19(2) of the 
Constitution. In India most of the environmental jurisprudence has developed by judicial 
activism. Most of the cases before the Court as a result of PIL in which the people exercised 
their freedom of speech and expression sometimes by writing letters to the Court or otherwise 
by filing petitions before it. Freedom of press is an important aspect of the freedom of speech 
and expression. The press is popularly known as the Fourth Estate. And the traditional role 
assigned to it is that of a public educator.  

Today ,we are having a very vibrant and active media which enables bringing to light 
many stories which otherwise would have lost in time. In recent times we have seen the judiciary 
taking note of the press items and even at times acting upon it. A burning example of this is the 
'Rape of the Rock17' case, a news item published in Indian Express. Here, exemplary fine was 
imposed on the erring Coca Cola and Pepsi, industries for polluting the environment.  

In yet another M.C. Mehta v Union ofIndia18, directions were issued to Kanpur 
Municipal Body for disposal of waste. Licenses for establishing new industry to contain 
condition for treatment of trade effluent. Existing industries must set up ETP and action to be 

                                                                 
16M.C.Mehta v. Union of India , 1993 Sup (l) SCC 434  
17 India’s Forest Conservation Act , 1980 
18M.C. Mehta v Union of India, Kanpur Municipal Body 
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taken for polluting water. Also, innovative directions were given to Central Government to teach 
children about protection and improvement of natural environment including forest, lakes, rivers 
and Wild Life. Children are the asset of the nation. A healthy child of today can become an able 
citizen of tomorrow. Hence this direction of the Supreme Court is of great value. A PIL under 
Article 32 of the Constitution was filed against tanneries in Kanpur by M.C.Mehta. The petition 
included within its scope to include all industries along the banks of river Ganga. Directions 
were given to relocate the polluting industries. The Court reaffirmed the Polluter Pays Principle 
holding that one who pollutes the environment must pay to reverse the damage by his act. 

In Moulana Mufti Syed Md. Noorur Rehman Barkativ. State of West Bengal19, the 
High Court of Calcutta observed that excessive noise certainly pollution in the society. Under 
Article 19(l)(a)read with Article 21 of the Constitution ,the citizens have a right to decent sleep 
,right to live peacefully and to have leisure which all are necessary ingredients of the right to life 
guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution.  

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME 

Environmental crime encompasses the spectrum of actions that contravene environmental legislation and 
pose serious damage or danger to the environment, human safety or both.Considered the third largest criminal 
industry in the world by Interpol (International Police Agency) - after the drug and arms trade - wild animal 
trade poses a significant challenge to the sustainability of the world's biodiversity.Indiscriminate Logging: Primary 
source of deforestation. According to the Brazilian authorities, the Amazon devastation – the world's largest 
rainforest – intensified to a 29 per cent rise in deforestation in 2013 

B. IMPACT OF RIGHT TO KNOW ON ENVIRONMENT 
PROTECTION: 

The right to know20is especially critical in environmental matters. For example, 
government decisions to site dams may displace thousands of people and deprive them of their 
lifestyles and livelihood.  A responsible government , therefore ought to wisely publicize its 
rivers , development plans, an ought to be receptive to public feedback.  

                                                                 

 19Moulana Mufti Syed Md. Noorur Rehman Barkativ. State of West Benga AIR 1999 Cal 15 at 25- 26  

 20 Right to Information Act, 2005 
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Access to government records, helps litigants construct the necessary fact base for legal 
actions. For example , information secured from municipal records has enabled urban 
environment groups to expose the complicity between agencies and private builders. 

The Bombay High Court in its unreported judgement in the Bombay environmental 
Action Group v Pune Cantonment Board , considered whether a recognized environmental 
group has a right to examine municipal permissions granted to private builders. The 
environmental group believed that , construction on five plots within the cantonment was illegal 
and therefore it sought inspection of relevant municipal documents. The cantonment board 
however refused to grant inspection , forcing the group to petition the court. The court was 
pleasedtogrant permission. 
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VII. EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CRIMINOLOGY 

 

1. Effect on Human Healthiness: Human safety can be on the receiving end as a 
consequence of environmental destruction. Areas subjected to toxic air contaminants can trigger 
respiratory problems such as influenza and asthma. Millions of citizens are believed to have died 
of air contamination owing to indirect consequences. 

2. Damage to Biodiversity: Biodiversity is vital for preserving ecological balance in the 
context of pollution management, nitrogen regeneration, water source security and climate 
stability. Deforestation, global change, overpopulation and emissions are only a handful of the 
major factors of biodiversity depletion. 

3. Ozone Layer Depletion: It is the ozone layer that is responsible for shielding the 
Planet from toxic UV rays. The existence of chlorofluorocarbons, hydrofluorocarbons in the 
environment is triggering degradation of the ozone layer. It will release dangerous radiations 
back to earth because it would deplete. 

4. Loss for Tourism Industry: : Environmental degradation can be a major boon for 
the tourism industry which relies on tourists for their daily living. For most visitors, 
environmental degradation in the form of lack of green cover, lack of habitats, massive landfills, 
elevated air and water emissions will be a major turn off. 

5. Economic Effect: The massive burden that a nation can have to pay owing to 
environmental pollution will have a significant economic effect in terms of green cover 
regeneration, garbage maintenance and endangered species protection. The economic effect of 
tourism industry may also be in terms of damage. 

 
NATIONAL CRIME BUREAU RECORD 

  
Pollution, whether of air, land or water, has become synonymous with India’s growth story, with evidence 

of damage visible across the country. Delhi and Mumbai are appraised among the most dirtied urban areas by the 
World Health Organization. However, the ongoing information discharged by the National Crime Records 
Bureau (NCRB) on natural wrongdoing attempts to paint an alternate picture. A more intensive gander at the 
information, which incorporates all violations recorded under the Forest Act, Wildlife Protection Act, 
Environmental Protection Act, Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act and Water Act, places things in 
context. 

 

VIII. SUMMARY OF SURVEY 
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As per my survey with our human intellectuals I feel honour to summarize and bring into 
description about the thoughts and ideas our people our environment feels; I felt great and lucky 
to do this project as I was given this excellent and unique opportunity to recognize about the 
realistic efforts that our elders are taking to maintain this globe in unity and if this continues we 
shall all be successfully by next 10 years. 

 
I would like to thank all my teachers and Principal who chose me for this topic and gave 

me an opportunity to present the same. 
 
Please fine my summary on survey done by me and I hope it will fulfil your expectations. 

Also, I would like to notify you that 70 people took initiative to complete this survey of our 
project. I am glad to get such a positive response. 

 
A well-designed survey, opinion poll, or census can help us to know the reaction of the 

people about their understanding on our topic Green Crimes. So out of our 70 respondents, 
51.4% consist of male respondents and 48.6% consist of female respondents. 

I have divided this survey in 4 age groups where the percentages of repliers comprise as 
per below details in the table :-  

 

AGE 
GROUP 

RESPONSE
S (%) 

18- 25 years 72.9% 

26 - 40 years 20% 

40-60 years 5.7% 

60+ years 1.4% 

 
 
The professions of all these age groups is quiet a miscellanea and it would get really 

tricky to draw them precisely thus I would just simply draw the same by mentioning overall work 
sectors and area they may belong to like maximum of them are students accounting to 31% 
roughly, few one’s are CA and rest of them come under accountant, executive, musicians, 
business, lawyers etc. and let me not forget a very little proportion of retired and home makers 
group. 

Though their professions are not so common but I am so relieved to get a very positive 
reception towards their responses for ecological awareness which speaks of 65.7% as Good, 
24.3% as Great and only 10% as Bad. 
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Do you sort your home waste (i.e. separate dry waste and wet waste) ? 
 
 

 
 
Now I have this huge urge to describe about waste management by our citizens as it is 

major concern for Green Criminology. 
As per the survey 65.7% of people separate dry waste and wet waste where else 34.3% 

still lack to follow that. Most states even lack to keep separate waste containers on the roads. 
I would like to show few suggestions I have received from the people about suggestions 

for separating big and small waste. 
 
Respondent 1 - Colours of waste bags or symbols may be made. 
 
Respondent 2 - These days domestic garbage is segregated and put to use so that it may 

either be recycled or reprocessed. This prevents pollution and increase of land-fills, which is 
harmful to humans, the flora and fauna. Segregating garbage into separate bins helps those who 
collect it to dispose them off in the right way. The usual practice that is followed in segregating 
garbage is to separate them into three: 1. Organic, compostable and biodegradable waste such as 
vegetable peels, food left-overs, etc. 2. Recyclable and non-recyclable materials like plastics, 
bottles, boxes etc. 

 
Now let’s see how many of them are still using plastic bags instead if heavy penalties being levied on the 

states. 
Well my survey states 87.1% people use lien bags but 12.9% still fail to do so and according to my 

personal observation I Feel more 30% of overall crowd are still using plastics and They are hiding thr same or 
maybe we can simply say Government is turning a blind eye to this situation.  

 
92.9% of my audience feels that we must in majority help government and take a strict action towards a 

legal punishment to people who does intentional pollution. 
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And let’s not forget the fact how much the pollution has already affected our health; 91.4% of the crowd 
feels strongly about pollution affecting them and the environment. 

 
Pie chart : Do you think local pollution has already affected your health? 
 
And now I would like to bring an end to my summary by simply sharing views of people who loves to 

spend time with nature and who has few opinions about environment. 
 

 
 

Changes people would like bring locally? 

Responde
nt 1 

“Maintaining and keeping area spit free and dust free” 

Responde
nt 2 

“Plant more trees, stopping people to waste water” 

Responde
nt 3 

“I would like the authorities to enforce the strict rules against 
people who litter on their land as well as in the water”  

 
 

Opinion on environment, in general? 

Responde
nt 1 

“My opinion on today’s environment is that it’s in a devastating 
state its highly polluted but it can be saved by taking various steps such as 
using eco-friendly things , proper disposals spreading awareness”  

Responde
nt 2 

“Education and information” 

Responde
nt 3 

“All the products we use should be eco-friendly. Once we dispose it 
, they should help with the environment. Just like how water is absorbed in 
the earth these products should be naturally absorbed” 
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Thank you again for this project. 
I hope I have covered all points here and posted a satisfied answer through this survey. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION: 
 

Nature has its own way of expressing joy, sorrows and happiness. gives a bigger reason 
and some new desirables for organizations to make progress toward and encourages them 
recharge their duties to fundamental objectives like effectiveness , practical development and 
investor esteem  

 
GOD CREATES WORLD 
WORLD SHELTERS MAN  
MAN POSSESS HEART 
HEART CHERISHES LOVE 
AND ONLY THAT LOVE CAN SAVE OUR MOTHER EARTH FROM THE 

DREADFUL CLUTHES OF POLLUTION. 
 
Gandhiji has rightly said that Earth has enough resources for everyone’s need but not for 

anyone’s greed.  And this greed has led men to the vicious web of pollution, global warming 
excessive industrialization , over population and environmental degradation. Industrialist are 
always trying to feather their own nest at the cost of the environment. Conservation of nature is 
dire need of the hour. Vigilant and environment friendly citizens, powerful media , responsible 
government and compassionate industrialist can certainly save our Mother Earth from this 
vicious web of pollution. So, let us act like responsible citizens and work towards a better 
tomorrow.  

 
Human Being has marked wounds on the soul of nature in the greed of money and 

power but now the time has come when we should heal these wounds with medicines of love, 
compassion , care. So, 

 
LET’S HEAL THE WORLD  
MAKE IT A BETTER PLACE 
FOR YOU AND FOR ME 
AND FOR THE ENTIRE HUMAN RACE. 
IT SEEMS TO ME THAT WE ALL LOOK AT NATURE TOO MUCH BUT LIVE 

WITH IT VERY LITTLE. 
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- OSCAR WILDE 
 
Nature is the most beautiful gift bestowed by Almighty on his humble mortal beings . 

Nature rejuvenates an refines our mind, body and soul. Nature soothes and heals the deepest 
wounds of life by its charm. It is cheaper and better than therapy. The mystic beauty of nature 
nutures love and care for our mother earth in young minds. it whispers us to take care of its 
pristine beauty and commands us to obey the law of nature.  

 

MITIGATION MEASURES  

There are ways which can help to decrease degradation in our environment. Some of 
these include:  

 Conserve energy  
 Purchase recycled products  
 Conserve water  
 Talk with others about the impacts of environmental degradation  
 Do not litter or throw waste into inappropriate places  
 Join an awareness group  

The damage that we cause to the environment is currently not counted as a cost 
in economic and social terms. This lack of "environmental value" has allowed us to over-
exploit "free" natural resources - which are, of course, not free. It has likewise prompted 
over-creation of modest products with short life expectancies which are generously 
disposed of into the earth after use, and afterward new modest merchandise are bought 
and disposed of again, and this cycle goes on and on - affecting the planet's capacity to 
restore its environmental services in good time. 

It was once said by Oscar Wilde,' It seems to me that we all look at nature too 
much and we live with her too little'. In our nation our precursors had developed a 
technique to ensure the abundance of nature-trees. Trees used to be revered as a god and 
heavenliness was connected to them. Trees are boon bestowed on mankind. They 
maintain equilibrium in environment. However, the virginal forest offers a strong 
temptation to encroachers and exploiters. It also attracts 'mafias' to cause illegal trading 
of wealth of forest. Thus, playing foul with nature has caused large scale devastation of 
forests. Except if and until we make a start in developing more trees, we will before long 
arrive at a phase of no-arrival. Our nation will transform into a huge and unfriendly 
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waste land. Municipal awareness must be stirred and a feeling of duty should be stirred 
among the majority. Each kid ought to be instructed that planting a sapling and 
sustaining it to its full development is a strategic life. Those harming the flora in any 
manner should be punished in a deterrent manner similar causing to an injury to human 
being. Planting of trees is the most noble act. One generation plant them and the second 
and the third reaps its fruits. Thus, if these messages are registered well with Indians then 
India can once again can regain it lost grandeur in nature's vernal show. 
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